
This year’s New London Awards celebrate everything
from ambassadors and sustainability to place-making,
and you can check out the winners at the “educational
and inspirational” exhibition, says chairman of New
London Architecture Peter Murray.

He praises Sadie Morgan, New Londoner of the Year,
whose advisory roles include the design panel for HS2
and the Thames Estuary 2050 Growth Commission.
“She’s become a powerful voice in her profession and in
Government, putting the case for good design where it
matters – and explaining why it should be there from the
start of a project.

“As a society, we’re becoming more aware of design, but
when you’re talking about railways, it’s still the engineers
ruling the roost. However, if you can convince people to
think about design before putting a spade in the ground,
you can create something beyond the ordinary.

“Sadie articulates that design isn’t just aesthetic: it
makes things operate better, creates better places,
and improves the experience of using those places
– it’s efficiency and creative problem-solving. Look
at Norman Foster’s Canary Wharf station. It could
have been an uninspiring box, but instead it’s a public
architectural experience that lifts everyone’s spirits.”

Peter is also impressed by Overall Winner Wickside in
Tower Hamlets, by BUJ Architects and Ash Sakula.
“Their scheme’s improving the area while keeping its
character and serving the local community. We talk
about London as a city of villages, and it’s important to
maintain that distinctiveness.”

The Mayor’s Prize winner, Gort Scott Architects’ Central
Parade Creative Hub in Waltham Forest, “celebrates
mid-century design, and makes us think about buildings
knocked down without much thought, but which could
be brought back to life.”

Spheron Architects’ Belarusian Memorial Chapel
in Barnet swept the board in People’s Choice –

“its warmth really speaks to people” – while Roger
Stirk Harbour and Stantec’s New Cancer Centre at
Guy’s Hospital in Southwark “is driven by high-tech
sustainability, but with an elegant approach.” Peter
observes that the Mayor of London’s design guidance
in creating buildings with a London vernacular is taking
effect, with more use of brick, as well as different
buildings making a statement – “we need that variety”.

A keen cyclist, Peter’s pleased that an award went
to the CS3 East West Cycle Superhighway – as yet
uncompleted, but “the stretch in the middle is world-
class in terms of infrastructure.”

However, he’d like to see more attention paid to urban
drainage. “It sounds boring, but it’s so important. Every
time we get a quick downpour, the streets can’t cope.
We’re building a Tideway Tunnel only because we’re
throwing so much waste water in the Thames. A bit more
attention to these areas in new building would make a
world of difference to our city.”

UNTIL OCTOBER 4
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Free admission
www.newlondonarchitecture.org
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The Building Centre, Bloomsbury WC1

Boxpark in Croyden, BDP

Dulwich Picture Gallery is presenting the first
major UK exhibition of John Singer Sargent’s
watercolours since 1918. The collection features
80 works – some of which, such as The lady
with the umbrella, have never been shown here
before – and together they demonstrate the radical
innovation of an artist perhaps best known as a
society portraitist.

Singer’s output ranged from landscapes and
architectural structures to figurative scenes, and
traversed the globe, from Venice and Istanbul to the
Alps and the Front. The influence of photography
is evident in the arresting close-ups and informal
compositions, and the artist’s immense skill is
vividly displayed in his command of light and life.

SARGENT: THE WATERCOLOURS
UNTIL OCTOBER 8

Dulwich Picture Gallery SE21
Adults £15.50, children free
www.dulwichpicturegallery.org.uk ‘Highlanders Resting at the Front’, 1918

‘Italian Sailing Vessels at Anchor’, c.1904-7
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NEW LONDON AWARDS 2017

Central Parade Creative Hub, Waltham Forest

New Londoner of the Year Sadie Morgan
New Cancer Centre at Guy’s Hospital,
Rogers Stirk Harbour + Partners

Twenty years after winning the Man Booker
prize for debut novel The God of Small Things,
Indian author Arundhati Roy is back on the
longlist with her second novel, The Ministry of
Utmost Happiness. This epic follow-up travels
from Delhi to Kashmir, exploring the personal
and political: love, family and gender fluidity,
war and national identity.

Or hum along to the first ever podcast musical.
Two-Up’s 36 Questions stars Jonathan Groff

(of Hamilton and Frozen) and Jessie Shelton
as a couple attempting to save their marriage
by using the famed New York Times romance
listicle ‘The 36 Questions That Lead to Love’.
Quirky, pop culture-savvy and featuring
impressive production values, it’s cutting-edge
entertainment – and all for free.

HHow are you lliiveniing up your commute??
Let us know via Twitter @Move_To
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